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The following are corrections for errors in the print version of the above document: 

 

Date Available 
for Printing 

Page Error Correction 
Number 

July 2003 7 Reads: 

What has happened since 1995? A review of the online computer science 

course descriptions at the three service academies reveals that C/C++ and 

Java have largely supplanted Ada in the computer science curricula. Ada 

doesn’t even appear in the online course catalogues at West Point and the 

Air Force Academy. Only Annapolis appears to still offer a course in Ada—

but that course has been dropped for graduates of the Class of 2005 and 
later. 

Should read: 

What has happened since 1995? Contrary to the trend at most colleges and 

universities, Ada is still the foundation for the computer science curricula at 

both the Army and Air Force academies, where it is regarded as the best 

language for teaching the principles of “good” software engineering*. The 

Naval Academy, on the other hand, mirrors the broader migration in 

computer science teaching, emphasizing C++ and Java in its computer 

science program. 

 

* Lt Col Sward, R., et al. “The Case for Ada at the USAF Academy.” 
Unpublished draft supplied by author. 2003. 
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Executive Summary 

 

The projected life-cycle cost of a system is a central concern for any program manager (PM) 

in the Department of Defense (DoD). Since software-intensive systems are now expected to 

have lifetimes of 10-20 years or more, choices made early in system development can have 

profound effects on life-cycle cost. Architectural choices can determine how long systems 

remain viable and withstand factors that increase life-cycle cost: for example, obsolescence 

of hardware and software technologies, changing mission requirements, and ―vendor lock‖ 

(dependence on original developers for system support, upgrades, etc.).   

When approaching systems development, PMs are challenged to predict those changes a 

system is likely to encounter over time and how well it will withstand them. Is the proposed 

solution riding ―the wave of the future,‖ or is its future in doubt? This report examines these 

questions from the narrow perspective of computer programming languages, specifically, the 

use of Ada within DoD programs. 

To determine whether Ada is the ―wave of the future‖ or lacks a future altogether, designers 

and program managers must examine the question from several different perspectives:  

1. What is the business case for Ada? Why would someone use Ada, and why would 

someone else support it?  

2. How is Ada viewed by the defense industry? Is the use of Ada spurred by growth in 

the commercial sector, or is Ada the tool of choice for one or more niche markets?  

3. How is Ada supported by academe? Do institutions of higher learning produce 

graduates who are competent in Ada and in the use of Ada development 

environments?  

During this investigation, we examined these questions in detail to get an idea of the current 

state of Ada use and its future viability as a programming language of choice for software-

intensive systems. The results of this investigation point to a bleak future for Ada: no longer 

in the mainstream of computer science education, software engineering practice, or 

commercial support, Ada is little more than a niche language used primarily within the DoD 

community and in limited civilian market segments (especially where there is defense market 

crossover or similar requirements, such as in commercial aviation, process control, and 

medical instrumentation) [NAS 97]. 
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While Ada has many qualities to commend it, two factors cast doubt on its future viability: 

the absence of any broad commercial application and the corresponding lack of interest from 

academe and software tool vendors. These factors increase both the initial development and 

long-term supportability risks to programs using Ada, and will most likely require PMs to 

undertake extensive—and expensive—steps to maintain a viable Ada development 

environment for the life of the program. 
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Abstract 

The projected life-cycle cost of a system is a central concern for any program manager (PM) 

in the Department of Defense (DoD). Choices made early in system development, such as 

choosing appropriate programming languages, can have profound effects on life-cycle cost.  

This report documents a recent investigation which characterized the technical and 

programmatic risks in reusing significant quantities of legacy Ada code in a new system. The 

investigation attempted to answer three questions: First, what is the business case for Ada? 

Second, how is Ada viewed by the defense industry? Third, how is Ada supported by 

academe? The results of this investigation point to a bleak future for Ada: no longer in the 

mainstream of computer science education, software engineering practice, or commercial 

support, Ada is little more than a niche language used primarily within the DoD community 

and in limited civilian market segments, especially where there is defense market crossover 

or similar requirements as in commercial aviation, process control, and medical 

instrumentation.  

The data collected in this report should help PMs evaluate the risks—both during initial 

development and throughout the entire life cycle—of using Ada for software-intensive 

systems.
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1 Business Case for Ada 

What are the business case drivers for—or against—the use of Ada in software development? 

There are many considerations in formulating an accurate answer, including the long-term 

viability of the language, the relative market share (the market for Ada versus the total 

software market), operating system support, the availability and quality of tools (e.g., 

compilers, development environments, run time and operating systems, etc.), cost, etc. There 

is a fair amount of indirect evidence that the Ada marketplace is, at best, slowly shrinking (in 

absolute terms, as a portion of the total software marketplace, the loss of market share is 

probably even more rapid). This is illustrated through several comments contributed to 

Attitudes to Ada—A Market Survey [Gilchrist 99], also known as the ―Ada (UK) study‖: 

 ―Ada is perceived as a dying language by most software engineers.‖ 

 ―[Chose] C++ because of tools availability. Could not use Ada with current generation of 

object-oriented tools because the better tools have no plans to support Ada.‖ 

 ―Cost of Ada environment too heavy…‖ 

 ―Customers like MoD [UK Ministry of Defence] moving away from Ada… Ada market 

is declining.‖ 

The National Academy of Sciences noted that the software marketplace has shifted away 

from the DoD ―... not because DoD’s need for software has decreased, but rather because the 

size of the commercial software market has exploded, generating a corresponding increase in 

investments in commercial software technology‖ [NAS 97]. The report further states: ―Ada is 

used primarily within the DoD community. Beyond that community, it has been adopted by 

some software developers for the civilian market, especially where there is potential defense 

market cross-over or where there are similar requirements, such as in commercial aviation, 

process control, and medical instrumentation. However, this commercial use is a small 

fraction of the total commercial software market.‖ 

As an indicator of this, the Academy cited a 1996 publication which indicated that only 

90,000 of the estimated 1.92 million professional programmers, or less than 5 percent, were 

Ada programmers.  

More current data on programming language trends in industry is available from a number of 

online sources. While none of these represent an authoritative, ―official‖ source for such 

trend data, they do present a fairly coherent picture of marketplace trends, and appear 

consistent with other, more authoritative sources. For example, one perspective can be 

obtained from SkillMarket, a privately maintained site which tracks a daily compilation of 

―skills wanted,‖ including programmers for various languages [Hilton 03]. On April 30, 
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2003, the SkillMarket site showed 83 openings for Ada programmers (versus 2433 for 

C/C++, and 2844 for Java) out of a total of 14,360 programmer jobs, or slightly more than 

0.5 percent. Another online example is the TIOBE Programming Community Index (TPCI), 

designed to reflect the ―world-wide availability of skilled engineers, courses, and third-party 

vendors‖; this index is updated monthly [TIOBE 03]. In April 2003, the TPCI rated Ada just 

below Lisp at 1.4 with a downward trend. TIOBE classifies Ada as a ―non-mainstream‖ 

language and recommends, ―[f]rom a supportability point of view, it is strongly adviced [sic] 

to stick with mainstream languages for Industrial, mission-critical systems.‖   

Any business case analysis has to look beyond such simple considerations as the availability 

of Ada programmers: Ada tool costs need to be considered—and these can be substantial. A 

study commissioned by the Theatre High-Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) Program 

concluded that it would cost over $1 million to develop a code generator to produce compiled 

code for a new target processor [Reifer 00.] Similarly, the ADA (UK) study included 

numerous comments along the lines of ―Cost of buying the environment prohibitive in Ada 

particularly when the target is changed‖ [Gilchrist 99].  

For an historical perspective, an earlier study of the business case for Ada versus C++ [ADAIC 

91] concluded that Ada provided significant advantages over C++ ―…for all categories of 

systems,‖ but noted that ―[t]his advantage could be eroded as C++ and its supporting 

environments mature over the next few years.‖ The report speculated that ―…aggressive overseas 

Ada initiatives‖ could stimulate wider domestic use of Ada, and that the updated Ada standard 

(Ada 95) could tip the balance further in Ada’s favor. In fact, the number of vendors providing 

Ada development environments dwindled from 28 in 1991 to 8 in 1999, while those for C, C++, 

and other languages (like Java) have increased dramatically [ADAIC 91, Reifer 00].   

A couple of recent white papers published by Venture Development Corp. (VDC), a 

technology market research firm, indicated—for the embedded software market—that the 

Ada market appears to be relatively steady, in absolute terms, at roughly $49M per year (for 

integrated development environments, compilers, and debuggers) through 2006. During this 

same period, however, the corresponding market for all embedded operating systems and 

unbundled development tools is projected to grow from approximately $1 billion in 2002, to 

over $1.5 billion in 2007 [Lanfear 03]. 

Considering these factors together, it appears that the business case for Ada is very weak and 

will most likely grow progressively weaker. Although Ada is used in certain niche markets 

within the DoD and civilian market segments as previously discussed, there are significant 

drawbacks to using it: tools are not as widely available for Ada as for other more commercially 

relevant languages; “industry strength” Ada tools are expensive; and Ada has never caught on 

as a commercial language for the mass market, either in the U.S. or abroad.  
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2 Ada in the Defense Industry 

How is Ada being used in DoD programs? Did the so-called ―DoD Ada mandate‖ have the 

desired effect? What has happened to the use of Ada since this mandate expired in April 

1997?  

Some insights can be obtained from the previously mentioned study commissioned by the 

THAAD program [Reifer 00], which looked at the long-term viability of Ada for the THAAD 

program. The study concluded that while ―…the Ada programming language provides 

superior support for weapons systems development, the investments needed to continue and 

sustain its use are large, and for the most part, not budgeted.‖ The report further stated that 

Ada, while not dead, faces an uncertain future, and that ―…Ada is following the direction of 

Jovial and other DoD programming languages.‖ As evidence for this, the report cited trends 

in five areas:  

1. Vendor/tool availability. The number of Ada vendors has been reduced by half since 

1994. Similarly, the number of compilers has plummeted. 

2. New starts/language use trends. Most vendors characterized Ada as a niche market, 

like Jovial and other DoD programming languages. Very few new projects—even 

weapons systems projects—were selecting Ada, and that represented a shrinking Ada 

market. The report went on to state that ―…without a large market to fuel future 

compiler and tool developments, firms will rely on projects like THAAD to fund 

innovations and compilers for new platforms and targets.‖ Thus, instead of a DoD 

investment acting as a stimulant in a vibrant, commercial Ada marketplace, the DoD 

would likely find itself in the position of having to invest to sustain a dying technology. 

3. European use trends. There is an oft-repeated assertion that because Ada is used much 

more widely in Europe than in the U.S., that market would fuel the innovations, new 

products, etc., necessary for a vital market. However, the report concluded that ―…the 

European marketplace mirrors the U.S. market.‖ 

4. Academic trends. The ―Feldman‖ chart
1
 was presented—out of context—to show the 

state of Ada in colleges and universities. The authors noted that the ―…number of Ada 

seminars offered by firms specializing in educating and training professionals working 

in the field has fallen off sharply.‖ Their conclusion is that it will become increasingly 

difficult to hire skilled Ada programmers unless these trends are reversed. 

5. Publication trends. One indicator of interest in a subject is the number of books 

published about that subject. For example, while any book about Oprah is destined to 

                                                 
1
 Discussed in section 3 of this report.  
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become a best seller, very few computer science books will ever crack any of the New 

York Times’ ‖Best-Seller Lists‖! The report noted that the number of books published 

about Ada has dropped from a peak of 16 books published in 1993 to only one in 1999 

(and that was simply a rewrite of a previously-published book). The report also notes the 

demise of the TRI-Ada conference, almost total lack of interest at non-Ada conferences 

(e.g., the Software Technology Conference
2
), and diminishing number of sponsors for 

Ada Letters as indicators of waning interest in Ada. In a related observation, Paul Pukite 

notes a dramatic decrease in the number of Ada articles published by various trade 

magazines (vice academic journals) from a peak of 27 in 1995 to 1 in 2002 [Pukite 02]. 

Additional perspectives can be gained from the Ada and Beyond report by the National 

Academy of Sciences (NAS), as well as the previously mentioned white paper by VDC [NAS 

97, Lanfear 02]. The NAS report traces the course of Ada within the DoD, and notes the same 

problems that other studies have found. The Academy recommends that the DoD require the 

use of Ada within weapons systems, and accept the use of commercial languages (e.g., C++, 

Java) in non-critical applications. Even while making these recommendations, the report 

notes that the rapid pace of change in the commercial marketplace and the pervasive use of 

commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software will make it increasingly difficult ―…for the DoD 

to use Ada, as compared to C and C++, to develop and sustain non-COTS portions of the 

software.‖ In the VDC white paper, Lanfear predicts that ―…the use of Ada in military 

applications will continue to fall, despite programs such as the US Joint Strike Fighter and 

EU Eurofighter. These projects will, however, continue to provide a significant amount of 

Ada revenue to vendors of software development tools through ongoing tools sales and 

maintenance and support revenues [emphasis added].‖ 

 

                                                 
2
 http://www.stc-online.org/ 
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3 Ada in Academe 

How is Ada viewed in institutions of higher learning? Is it in the computer science 

curriculum mainstream, or is Ada a niche language? Are students being taught Ada (and the 

necessary software engineering discipline to effectively use Ada in real-time distributed 

systems)? A review of publicly available information quickly leads to the conclusion that Ada 

is well outside the mainstream of current computer science teaching. 

There is considerable support for this assertion, including one frequently cited by Ada 

proponents as evidence of a resurgence (or, at least, sustainment) of interest in Ada within the 

university and college environment. The chart in Figure 1 (also known as the ―Feldman 

chart‖) is frequently presented in various forms as evidence of academic support for Ada, and 

is usually presented without any additional context. On the surface, it seems impressive that 

there are 149 schools teaching Ada as a ―foundation‖ language [e.g., the primary language for 

introductory computer science (CS1) or advanced computer science (CS-2)]. 

 

 

Figure 1:  Institutions Using Ada as a "Foundation" Language 
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However, the chart in Figure 1 does not answer these three important questions:  

1. How many schools use other languages (e.g., Java, C++, etc.) as their foundation for 

their computer science curricula? 

2. How many of these schools are located in the United States, and how many in other 

countries? 

3. How many schools teach introductory and advanced computer science? 

Although the source for Figure 1 provides no data for questions (1) and (3), it is possible to 

determine how many of the schools were in the U.S. and how many were in other countries 

[Feldman 00]. 

 U.S. Non-U.S. Total Courses for Each Level 

CS1 (Introductory Computer Science) 60 58 118 

CS2 (Advanced Computer Science) 23 10 33 

Total Courses for Each Region 83 68 151 

Table 1:  U.S. and Non-U.S. Schools Teaching Computer Science 

Other sources can help put these numbers into context and address the remaining questions. 

The University of Texas (Austin) Web site provides a listing of all accredited four-year 

colleges and universities in the United States [UT 02]. Examining the list reveals that there 

are approximately 834 such institutions in the U.S. (not including U.S. territories). Another 

paper by Chris Stephenson and Tom West reports the results of a survey of 900 post-

secondary institutions in North America offering a CS1 course [Stephenson 00]. If these 

tallies are a reasonable count of the number of schools teaching computer science, then 

Professor Feldman’s survey of 83 U.S. institutions seems much less impressive. Going back 

to Prof. Feldman’s data, only 60 U.S. colleges and universities, approximately 7 percent, use 

Ada as a foundation for their CS1 courses, and another 23 U.S. schools, or approximately 3 

percent, do so for CS-2. Rather than demonstrating strong academic support for Ada, this 

chart is a clear refutation of that thesis. Stephenson and West’s study concluded that Ada was 

used as the foundation for CS1 courses by less than 5 percent of the schools which 

responded; C, C++, and Java accounted for approximately 70 percent. 

Professors McCauley and Manaris, of the College of Charleston in Charleston, South 

Carolina, have been conducting a survey of U.S. colleges and universities since 1995 

[McCauley 00, McCauley 02]. Their results are consistent with those reported by Stephenson 

and West, indicating that approximately 6 percent of the schools reported teaching Ada as a 

first programming language in the 1999-2000 academic year. Their studies show a consistent 

decline in the use of Ada as a first language since its peak in the 1997-1998 academic year 

(19 percent), to a projected 2 percent in the 2002-2003 academic year. During this same 
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period, the use of C, C++, and Java as a first language has grown from 65 percent in 1997-

1998, to 106 percent (note: some schools reported more than one language as their ―first‖ 

language, so totals don’t necessarily add up to 100 percent) in 2002-2003. A similar trend 

emerges in ―primary‖ languages taught: Ada has slipped from a plateau of 15-17 percent 

between 1995 and 1998 to just 2 percent today, while the percentage of schools teaching C, 

C++, and Java as their primary language has soared
3
.  

Since Ada was largely developed for and by the DoD, it is worth looking at the use of Ada in 

the computer science curricula of the service academies: the United States Military Academy 

(West Point), the United States Naval Academy (Annapolis), and the United States Air Force 

Academy, where future military leaders—and many DoD program managers—are educated. 

In 1995, the academies tended to prefer Ada. Diane Hamblen [Hamblen 95] noted, ―…[T]he 

Air Force Academy is solely Ada. West Point teaches Ada in their computer science 

disciplines and has made Ada the first course of study for cadets to take independent of their 

specializations. Unfortunately, the Naval Academy isn’t pursuing the Ada initiative as 

aggressively as the Air Force and the Army. Yet, they are teaching Ada and will be doing 

more next year.‖ 

What has happened since 1995?  Contrary to the trend at most colleges and universities, Ada 

is still the foundation for the computer science curricula at both the Army and Air Force 

academies, where it is regarded as the best language for teaching the principles of ―good‖ 

software engineering
4
. The Naval Academy, on the other hand, mirrors the broader migration 

in computer science teaching, emphasizing C++ and Java in its computer science program. 

The declining popularity of Ada is not just a U.S. phenomenon. A recent study conducted in 

Australia showed the percentage of schools teaching various languages, weighted by the 

number of computer science students at each school and differentiating between ―Sandstone‖ 

universities (i.e., the Australian equivalent of ―Ivy League‖) and other institutions [de Raadt 

02]. Weighting languages by students indicated that Ada was taught to approximately 2 

percent of the computer science students (0 percent at the Sandstone universities); C, C++, 

and Java accounted for approximately 64 percent of all CS students. Similarly, in their study 

of programming language trends at North American universities, Stephenson and West found 

that slightly fewer than five percent of the schools reported using Ada in their CS1 

curriculum [Stephenson 00]. 

The inescapable conclusion is that Ada has become almost irrelevant in computer science 

education. While it has many attractive features from a pedagogical perspective, there is no 

market ―pull‖ for Ada graduates. Students want to learn languages that will lead to 

employment, and schools compete for students and programs. 

                                                 
3
  The final report of the Joint (IEEE and ACM) Task Force on Computing Curricula [JTFCC 01] 

doesn’t contain the word ―Ada‖ anywhere in its 240 pages (but it does contain C, C++, and Java). 
4
  Lt Col Sward, R., et al ―The Case for Ada at the USAF Academy.‖ Unpublished draft supplied by 

author. 2003. 
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4 Conclusions 

Data from a recent investigation of the current use of Ada led to three primary conclusions 

about its future viability: 

 Using Ada could potentially offer lower life cycle costs compared to other programming 

languages, but it seems more likely that using Ada would raise life cycle costs due to a 

dearth of tools and compilers and lack of trained, experienced programmers.  

 While Ada may be a superior programming language for use in weapons systems and 

distributed real-time systems, its use in those areas is limited (and decreasing).  

 Finally, Ada may be a good teaching language, but it has almost totally disappeared from 

current computer science curricula.  

Program managers considering the technical and programmatic risks of incorporating specific 

programming languages in software-intensive systems could reasonably conclude that Ada is 

a programming language with a dubious or nonexistent future. 
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